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THE CYCLE OF
PERFECTION
Lightweight’s history, present and future

Heinz
Obermayer

From garage business to
high-tech forge with the
first automated wheel
and frame production in
Germany

When Rudolph Dierl and Heinz
Obermayer met each other at
BMW in 1964, they were not
expecting to revolutionize wheel
construction in race cycling.
On the contrary: The two certified
tool makers developed highly
complex, aerodynamic com
ponents for sports cars. The ULTEC
disc, used in 1990, was the result
of a bet about who could produce
the most efficient, but at the same
time cheapest, solution for a
rear wheel cover for race bikes. In
spite of the generated attention
and the proven advantages, the
future remained uncertain. It was
years before the first marketable
carbon fibre wheel was finally
introduced – in 1996 it was used
for the first time at the Summer
Olympics in Atlanta. When Bjarne
Riis in 1996 and one year later Jan
Ullrich won the Tour de France on
wheels made by the two-man-
company, the international
response was overwhelming.
Heinz Obermayer’s tele
phone number became a high-indemand insider tip within the
cycling world, and delivery times

increased to over twelve months.
This is when Heinz Obermayer
met Erhard Wissler. In 2000 he had
founded the fibre composite
high-tech company CarboFibretec
in Friedrichshafen, which mainly
produced components for
aerospace and Formula 1 racing.
In order to optimize sales and
marketing, the sister company
CarbonSports was founded in
2002, and Lightweight production
was moved from Obermayer’s
tractor garage in Munich to
Friedrichshafen on Lake
Constance. Now, the aerospace
engineers took the legendary
wheels under their wings. Heinz
Obermayer had a lot of fun with
his „boys” from Lake Constance
and joined CarbonSports. Produc
tion was increased over the next
years in order to satisfy the high
level of demand. With the genius
of Heinz Obermayer and the
know-how of the CarboFibretec
engineers, Lightweight grew into a
global player for high-end carbon
fibre wheels. Today the two
companies, which belong to the
Wissler group, engage over 60
employees who work for the
development, production, and
sales of the Lightweight wheels. In
2013, the first race bike frame
named “Urgestalt” was
developed, precisely attuned to
the drive characteristics of the fast
Lightweights. Over the years,
CarboFibretec continued to
gather experience in theseg
ments automotive, medical and
automation sectors. The objective
was always to make carbon fibre
technology competitive by
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increasing the degree of auto
mation. The time had come to
transfer the accumulated
knowledge and experience to the
wheel sector.
A strictly confidential
project came to life in 2013, the
goal being the automated
production of wheels. This goal
has been achieved: Lightweight
presents the wheel series Weg
weiser as a world novelty at
the Eurobike 2016. The majority of
the production processes are
automated. Erhard Wissler sums it
up: “Carbon fibre technology is on
the threshold. After crafting a
luxury material by hand we are
now ready for the next stage of
evolution: the automated process
ing of fibres into competitively
priced high-end products.” It is a
dream come true for Heinz
Obermayer and Erhard Wissler to
be able to offer the Lightweight
technology to a broader customer
range. It also makes Germany as
a production location competitive
again. The Lightweight motto of
producing the best products
remains unaffected, of course.
“Mass production is not our thing”,
says Wissler. Future wheel genera
tions will always be hand-made to
a certain extent, and remain
exclusive. Wissler’s vision is simple:
“Where the touch and skills of
humans are better, we rely on
humans. And we will develop
processes to use the superior
precision level of machines, where
they work better than humans.”
A further highlight is the
project RIDE (Rahmenbau in DE =
frame construction in Germany)

that was started in 2015 and is
also presented as a study at the
Eurobike: a race bike frame
made of carbon fibres manufac
tured using a partially automated

“Carbon fibre technology is
on the threshold. After
crafting a luxury material by
hand we are now ready for
the next stage of evolution:
the automated processing of
fibres into competitively
priced high-end products.”

process. “We are already able to
replace 30 percent of the manual
work with automated processes,
and have already developed
the concepts to increase this to
over 70 percent”, explains Wissler.
This way, frames can be produced
at more attractive prices in the
future. In order to meet the
unexpected demand, the Wissler
group is constructing a new plant
at its location in Hailfingen close
to Stuttgart. However, manual
work will still continue to be a
production philosophy of Light
weight. “If you value hand-made
items and are willing to pay for
manual work in Germany, we will
gladly continue to build the
exclusive Meilenstein wheels in full
manual production for you.”
Since 2014, the topic of
sustainability has become a main
focal point of the company’s
politics. The first project visible to
the outside is the fashion wear line
EDELSTOFF for race biking and
leisure that is produced under fully
sustainable management. “We

wanted to go down a new path
that makes fair conditions for
people and the environment a
general principle”, says Wissler.
Lightweight is known for going
down new paths. Thus, the
EDELSTOFF products join technolo
gy, wearing comfort and sustai
nable production. The EDELSTOFF
collection boasts very athletic
cuts and high-quality materials
that are mainly produced out
of natural or recycled fibres under
sustainable management in
Europe. “Our customers always

expect the best from Lightweight.
That is why we specifically chose
clothing to show that quality and
sustainability are a perfect
match”, explains Wissler.
Lightweight supports a very
sustainable sport with its products.
“That obliges us to actively work
on sustainability in everything
within our company group instead
of only promoting it passively.”
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WHEELS &
FRAMES
Carbon perfection of the future

Premium Lightweight products have been stand
ing for maximum stiffness, minimal weight, highest
quality and durability for over 20 years. With the
new wheel and frame collection, Lightweight
has not only expanded its product portfolio, but
has taken the next step into the future. With
technologies and know-how from aerospace and
satellite construction as well as the automotive
industry, the engineers from Friedrichshafen are
revolutionizing carbon fibre construction in the
race bike sector with automated wheel and frame
production. Once again Lightweight is underlining
its pioneering role in field of technology and
achieving unrivalled performance values with its
products.

8

Wheels

WEGWEISER
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WEGWEISER
NOVELTY
Rim width: 24 mm

[ve:kˈvaɪzɐ]

These wheels are moving in a new direction:
Future eras will belong to fully automated products combining
unique technology with elegant design.
Lightweight has revolutionized the manufacturing process
for carbon wheels in Germany with its new signature
product. The secret lies in fusing aerospace and auto
motive technologies with automated production processes
to create a carbon wheel, which fulfills the highest expec
tations.
A combination of hand-crafted and automated work steps
guarantee precision while speeding up the complex
production process. The 20 carbon spokes on the front and
rear wheels are glued manually onto the rim ring, a part
produced on a custom built machine. The result is a
completely newly designed Lightweight wheel made in
Germany at an attractive price.
The modern rim width of 24 mm, a rim height of 36 mm and
brand new spoke linking combine to guarantee the
Lightweight brand’s exceptional stiffness and riding
characteristics at a total weight of below 1450 grams for
the clincher version with disc brakes. The WEGWEISER
wheel is disc compatible and requires minimal mainte
nance.

Rim height: 36 mm

Spoke count: 20

WEGWEISER
Weight
< 1450 g / set
Rim height
36 mm
Rim width
24 mm
Spoke count (FW/RW)
20 / 20
Recommended rim width
Not defined yet
Permissible system weight
120 kg
Brake disc mount
Center Lock
Compatible brake disc sizes front wheel
160 mm
Rear wheel 
140 / 160 mm

10 Wheels

MEILENSTEIN
C DISC

MEILENSTEIN C
WITH DISC
NOVELTY
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MEILENSTEIN C
WITHOUT DISC
Weight: 645 g

[maɪlənʃtaɪn] The Lightweight original, a milestone in wheel
history, marks the beginning of a new product era with its disc
brake mount.
Higher stiffness values in the deceleration, increased
braking power and improved braking precision: The
MEILENSTEIN C DISC is the first hand-crafted Lightweight
high-end carbon wheel set with a specifically constructed
mount for disc brakes and its superior performance
parameters are truly exceptional. The masterpiece of the
Lightweight engineers and at the same time the technological core of the MEILENSTEIN C DISC wheel is the newly
developed pentagonal hub made of carbon. The special
design of the hub allows a positive connection of the
brake disc and ideal power transmission due to the 20
carbon spokes. The construction also ensures more safety
on the bike, especially on long downhill stretches and
during extreme heat development on the disc. Are you
wondering why the tried and tested rim profile of the
classic MEILENSTEIN wheel was maintained without a
change? Stiffness values of 50 N / mm on the rear wheel
and 60 N / mm on the front wheel at a weight of 1370 g
speak for themselves. It makes the clincher wheel set significantly lighter than all disc brake wheel sets with similar
stiffness values currently available on the market – with
a maximum permissible system weight of 120 kg. As on all
Lightweight wheels, the spokes of the MEILENSTEIN C are
glued instead of screwed, thus remaining maintenance-
free for a lifetime.

Weight: 725 g

MEILENSTEIN C DISC
Weight FW
Weight RW
Rim height
Rim width
Spoke count (FW/RW)
Recommended wheel width
Permissible system weight

645 g
725 g
47,5 mm
20 mm
20 / 20
23 – 25 mm
120 kg

12 Wheels

FERNWEG
HR 60
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FERNWEG HR 60
NOVELTY

Weight: 775 g

Rim height: 60 mm

[fɛrnve:k]

The place where aerodynamics meet acceleration,
stiffness and high speed is what FERNWEG wheels call home.
Introducing the new time-trial rear wheel from the 60 mm class.

Spoke count: 20

The Lightweight speed weapons are a fixed installation at
time-trial and triathlon competitions. In addition to the
front wheel FERNWEG VR 60, Lightweight now also offers a
rear wheel called FERNWEG HR 60, sporting a rim height of
60 mm. The FERNWEG portfolio which already included
classic wheels in the 80 mm class has extended its range
and the lower rim height brings even better handling than
before. Not even gusty crosswinds faze this wheel, mean
ing the aero position can be maintained for longer and
the decisive few watts between victory and defeat can be
reduced. The FERNWEG HR 60 is available as clincher and
in a tubular version.

FERNWEG HR 60 (FOR TUBULAR RIM BRAKE)
Weight
Rim height
Rim width

775 g
60 mm
20 mm

Spoke count
Recommended wheel width
Permissible system weight

20
23 – 25 mm
120 kg

16 Frames

RIDE
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RIDE
FRAME STUDY

Seat post: Aero Ø 27,2 mm

[raɪd]

Weight
Sizes
Colours
Disc standard
Bottom bracket standard
Seat post
Matching headset
Permissible system weight

Published in 2017
Published in 2017
Published in 2017
Flat mount
BB386
Aero Ø 27,2mm
1,5" × 1 1/8
120 kg

A revolutionary technology, a new high-tech carbon
frame and everything “Made in Germany”.

Under the project name Lightweight RIDE (Rahmenbau
in Deutschland = frame construction in Germany),
Lightweight presents a high-tech carbon frame “100 %
Made in Germany” that will be available in stores in
autumn of 2017. The declared goal is nothing less than
to revolutionize carbon frame construction in Germany
by integrating automated production while simul
taneously presenting a product that meets the
perfectionist demands of the Lightweight brand and on
top of that its price is competitive too. The new frame
is offered as a set with carbon fork, headset, integrated
seat post clamping and quick-release axles. The disc
brake compatible RIDE frame works with electronic and
mechanical gear units and can be combined with all
common performance measurement systems. It allows
wheel sizes of up to 28 mm width, all hydraulic lines
and shift cables are installed on the interior. Frame and
fork will weigh less than 1190 g with a permitted system
weight of 120 kg.

Bottom bracket standard: BB386

With the kind support of FIT Prototyping GmbH
www.fit-prototyping.de

18 Frames

URGESTALT
DISC
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URGESTALT DISC
NOVELTY

Seat post: round Ø 27,2 mm

[ˈu:ɐ g
̯ əˈʃtalt] High-level agility, precision, safety and
unique riding pleasure – all of this is contained in the
name URGESTALT (primary form). The second generation
of the race bike frame has been newly designed and will
be available in stores as a pure disc brake version.

Fork: below 380 g

The stable carbon fork, the now slightly
inclined top tube and the asymmetri
cal chain stays are real eye-catchers.
But the new URGESTALT is all about the
inner values as well: A completely new
structure of the carbon layers provides
improved riding characteristics and
more comfort at the same time.
The carbon fibre structure for example
thins out at the saddle tube thanks to
an external clamp-type terminal,
allowing better flex behaviour. The
frame is compatible with electronic

Frame in size 54: below 850 g

and mechanical gear shifters, and all
standard performance measurement
systems can be mounted. Hydraulic
lines and shift cables are installed on
the inside, ensuring a clean, elegant
appearance. The frame set, consisting
of frame, fork, headset, seat post
clamping and quick-release axles,
is available in the colours black / grey,
black / white and black / red and is
approved for a total system weight of
120 kg.

Bottom bracket standard: BB 386 Evo

URGESTALT DISC
Weight frame in size 54
Weight fork
Sizes
Colours



Below 850 g
Below 380 g
48, 51, 54, 56, 58,60
Black / Grey
Black / White
Black / Red

Disc standard
Bottom bracket standard
Seat post
Matching headset
Permissible system weight

Flat mount
BB 386 Evo
Round Ø 27,2 mm
1,5“ × 1 1/8
120 kg
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EDELSTOFF
The name Edelstoff means more than just fine
material: Years of experiments with different
fabrics, new cuts and combinations, along with
the feedback of many test riders on ten thousands
of kilometres have gone into this brand. The
new Edelstoff collection merges technology and
function to create innovative fabrics and custom-
made cuts to underline a perfect position on
the race bicycle. Haute Couture with its clean yet
elegant lines served as inspiration for the design.
That is why the basis of the Lightweight Edelstoff
collections Bike-Wear and After-Bike-Wear are
produced in an elegant colour-toned black on
black. The fabrics not only look refined but are
characterised by fair and sustainable production.
Manufacturing is done in Portugal, guaranteeing
short transport routes and all EU labour and safety
rights. Beyond that, at least 50 percent of the
energy used in production is generated from
renewable resources. In the Bike-Wear-collection,
nearly all pure poly-fabrics are bluesign® certified
and are produced in Italy. The majority of fabrics
for the After-Bike-Wear are produced by a family
enterprise in Portugal.

24 Men’s Bike-Wear

UMWÄRMUNG
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UMWÄRMUNG
NOVELTY

[ˈʊmˈvɛʁmʊŋ] When spring and autumn give you the cold
shoulder, treat yourself with an extra helping of warmth.
Lightweight has developed the undershirt for exactly those
moments.
The mesh fabric made of polyester and merino wool regulates body temperature and transports moisture outside
quickly. Body odours are neutralised by the natural,
renewable raw material merino wool as well as an organic
antibacterial finishing without chemical additives. The
athletic race cut with its aerodynamic lines ensures
a perfect anatomic race bike position. The wide neckline
and the armholes with narrow, elastic hems guarantee
comfort. The shoulder seams and the curved flatlock
seams along the sides have been moved to the back and
guarantee an ideal fit with fewer friction points.

Subtle colourone labelling

Mesh fabric

Elastic hems

Mesh fabric

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Mesh fabric made of
merino wool and polyester
Quick drying
FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Merino wool – renewable
resource

DESIGN
Race-cut
Soft elastic hems around
neckline and armholes
Subtle colour-tone
labelling

26 Men’s Bike-Wear

STURMBEGLEITER
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STURMBEGLEITER
NOVELTY

[ʃtʊʁmbəˈɡlaɪ t̯ ɐ] Freezing spring storm, windy autumn gusts
or drenching cold rain – this jersey protects you against cold and
wind and keeps out moisture with its special material mix.
The front part, shoulders and sides are made of a function
al fabric roughened up on the interior and water-resistant
DWR ® finishing. The thin, breathable functional fabric in the
middle on the back and in the pockets, that are also
lined with the water-resistant DWR ® finishing, ensure a dry
climate. The fabric is bluesign ® certified and therefore
guarantees the absence of environmentally harmful
substances throughout the entire manufacturing process.
The lower arms are warmed by a mesh fabric of merino
wool and polyester in a tight structure with very good air
circulation. A continuous zip with tape made of recycled
PET runs from the collar to the seam.

Hydrophobic
DWR® finishing

Mesh fabric made
of merino wool

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Mesh fabric made of
merino wool and polyester
Poly-fabrics with hydrophobic DWR® finishing

DESIGN
Race-cut
3 large pockets +
1 zipped back pocket
Reflective back seam

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Merino wool – renewable
resource
Poly-fabrics from Italy –
bluesign® certified

Reflective seam

28 Men’s Bike-Wear

TRITTSTURM
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TRITTSTURM
NOVELTY

[tʀɪtʃtʊʁm]

The finish line comes closer and closer with every
pedal stroke, every breath and every attack. No matter whether
rain or storm, the warming bib trousers master all conditions.
The TRITTSTURM bib trousers have the same athletic race
cut as the TRITTRAUSCH summer trousers, but are signifi cantly warmer and have water-resistant finishing. The seat
padding comes with a dual layer groove system on the
surface that binds moisture, guiding it into the lower layer
and from there to the outside. The outer fabric has a
bacteriostatic finishing and dries extremely quickly. The
pad itself is divided into three layers of 60 –120 kg / m3 with
different stress-strain values and is therefore equally ideal
for short and long rides. Fixed seams minimize friction
spots and ensure stability in the saddle. The seat pad is
produced in Italy and is bluesign ® and Oeko-Tex® certified.

Wide elastic with
silicone print

hydrophobic
DWR® finishing

Seat pad

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Poly-fabric made in Italy
with hydrophobic DWR®
finishing
Fabric interior roughened
up for cold days
Mesh fabric on the rear
part made of merino wool
and polyester
Seat pad for rides up to
6 hours and more

DESIGN
Race-cut
Dark reflective strips at
the back
Wide elastic seam with
silicon print
FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Pure poly-fabrics
bluesign® certified
Elastic made in Italy
Merino wool is a
renewable resource

30 Men’s Bike-Wear

FORTTRITT
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FORTTRITT
NOVELTY

[ˈfɔʁtˌtʀɪt]

The streets shimmer in the heat, the asphalt is hot.
Still, the new summer bib shorts make every further pedal stroke
a passion and combine progress with a stylish fit.
For an ideal fit on the race bike the front panels are shorter
than the back ones, the seams curve around the legs
have been reduced to a minimum. The straps extend
continuously from the trouser legs with elastic enclosure
and connection to the back section. Equipped with UV-sun
protection factor 50+, the abrasion-resistant bluesign ®
certified nylon fabric provides a superb shield. Optimal
air circulation is ensured by the Elastic Interface ® seat pad
with its perforated base. It is divided into different layers
from 80 -120 kg / m3 (3 –12mm thickness) that are fixed by
welds. This makes the seat pad ideal for usage even on
longer stretches.

Integrated
pocket with
washing
instructions
Silicone on the
inner side of
the leg

Seat pad

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Abrasion-resistant fabric
from Italy
Seams reduced to a
minimum
Seamless hem with
integrated silicon print
Seat pad for rides of up to
6 hours and more

DESIGN
Race-cut
Integrated small pocket in
support with washing
instructions
Reflective curved lateral
seam
Subtle labelling
FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Trouser fabric bluesign®
certified
Manufactured in Portugal

32 Ladies Bike-Wear

LEICHTLICH
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LEICHTLICH
NOVELTY

[ˈlaɪ ç̯ tlɪç] The new air vest bravely faces the elements
and easily helps to reach top performance.

Front, shoulder and lateral parts are made of an
extremely lightweight, three-layer laminate (approx.
88 g / m2 ) that is not only 100 % water and wind-proof
(water column 20.000 mm), but breathable as well.
For even more breathability and air circulation, a
mesh fabric made of merino wool and polyester is
used along the rear section. The natural antibacteri
al finishing contributes to neutralising body odours
completely without chemical additives. In addition,
body temperature is regulated and moisture is
transported to the outside very quickly. The vest
LEICHTLICH stands for top performance and
maximum ecological thinking. The laminate is bluesign® certified and guarantees a production chain
on a high-quality and environmentally gentle level.

3-layer membrane

Mesh fabric

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Mesh fabric made of
merino wool and polyester
3-layer membrane
DESIGN
Race-cut
Slits in order to reach the
jersey pockets
Reflecting prints and
hems
Compact size

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
3-layer membrane,
bluesign® certified Bionic
finish® ECO (without
fluorocarbon)
Merino wool – renewable
resource
Zipper tape made of
recycled PET

Slits

34 Bike-Wear

KEY
COLDBLACK® AGAINST THE HEAT OF THE SUN

The functional fabrics of the summer collection
are made of pure polyester and equipped with
coldblack® technology with a UV-sun protection
factor of 50+. This reduces the absorption of
sunrays and the products do not heat up even
under direct sunlight.
RACE CUT FOR THE RIGHT FIT

All cuts are designed for the position on the race
bike. This saves fabric and prevents friction spots.
The front panels are shorter than those in the
back, and the shoulders are significantly wider
than the chest line. For even less friction surface
areas the lateral seams are curved from front to
back, most collars are seamless and the sleeves
are cut in the classic athletic raglan shape with
a rotation towards the front.
MERINO WOOL FOR NATURAL FUNCTION

Merino wool is a natural, renewable raw material
that provides antibacterial finishing in a natural
way, and neutralises body odour up to a certain
level on its own without chemical additives.
It regulates the body temperature and quickly
transports moisture to the outside. As a highlight,
merino wool was integrated into the mesh fabric.
DWR FINISHING

The autumn and spring collection is equipped
with hydrophobic DWR finishing. It is based on
microscopically small tips on the surface of the
fabric that hold the water drops together and
transport them as one. The fabric itself stays
flexible and retains its breathability. This piece of
clothing can be re-treated anytime with a waterproofing spray to refresh it.

THREE-LAYER FABRIC FOR DOWNHILL

The front panels, the pocket slots and the
shoulder and chest areas of the air vests are
made of an extremely light (approx. 88 g / m2)
three-layer laminate – it is 100% water and
wind-proof, and has ideal ventilation charac
teristics. The functional material has a water
column of 20.000 mm, resistance against water
vapour permeability of <10 m2Pa / W and an
abrasion resistance level of > 60.000 cycles.
SANITIZED® FINISHING

Sanitized® finishing ensures that the summer
jerseys can have an antibacterial and odour-
neutralising effect in the polyester sections.
INTERPOWER® FINISHING

The applied Interpower® finishing in the summer
jersey keeps you cool and dry.
BLUESIGN® CERTIFIED

In the Bike-Wear collection the pure polyester or
polyamide functional fabrics are bluesign®
certified. This guarantees an exclusion of
environmentally harmful substances from the
entire manufacturing process, determines
guidelines, and monitors the adherence to
environmentally friendly and safe production.
BIONIC® FINISHING

This three-layer fabric is not only equipped with
an excellent membrane that protects against all
kinds of influences, it is environmentally friendly
and produced the same way. With the topping of
the Bionic® finishing it has its roots in nature as
well, and ensures especially good resistant
characteristics against water, dirt and even oil.

MANUFACTURE

Manufacturing up to the final product is done to
100% in Portugal. This guarantees short transport
routes, better control, short reaction times and
complete transparency of the production chain
according to EU Working Guidelines and EU
Safety Guidelines.
FINALISING

In order to underline the dedication to environ
ment and efficiency, the final quality inspection,
the production of all paper and cardboard
products and packaging, storage and shipping is
done in Southern Germany. This guarantees short
transport routes, inspections and above all
efficiency.
WARRANTY

In order to avoid excess production, the products
are always produced in low quantities. This way,
modification suggestions and feedback from
customers can be integrated in subsequent
production at all times.

36 Ladies After-Bike-Wear

Men’s After-Bike-Wear

VERSCHWINGUNG
[fɛɐ ̯ˈʃvɪŋʊŋ]

At the end of a long day
on the bike it is important to return to your
own momentum. The longsleeve pampers
your skin and replenishes your energy.

The fine fabric with its soft, skinpampering mixture of Lenzing
Modal ® and silk is an eye-catcher
right from the start. Half of the fibre
is made from Austrian beech trees
using “Edelweiss technology”, the
rest is sourced from European
countries under sustainable
management. The high-quality,
aerodynamic cut ensures a subtle,
athletic look with the classic lateral
seam and the sleeve seam
displaced. The wide neckline with
narrow seams and the long curved
raglan sleeves with thumb loops
provide style and comfort.

NOVELTY

37

ENTRAUSCHUNG
[ɛntraʊ ̯ʃʊŋ]

NOVELTY
Original carbon patch

The bicycle stands still, the
body is spent, the rush decreases slowly.
The new longsleeve is ready for regene
ration and relaxation before the next ride.

Original carbon patch

The mixture of especially soft,
organic Lenzing Modal ® material
and silk provide for a pleasant
wearing comfort. The high-quality
aerodynamic cut provides a subtle,
athletic look. The row of matte
black buttons and the narrow,
continuous collar add elegance
and style. The Lenzing Modal ® fibre
is produced with the help of “Edelweiß technology”. Edelweiß stands
for a “symbiotic” production
process: The pulp is produced at
the same location as the modal
fibre. The beech tree serves as
raw material, propagating on its
own without artificial watering and
planting. More than half of the
wood used is from Austria.
Curved lateral seam

DESIGN
Athletic cut, inspired by Bike-Wear
Subtle labelling
Sleeve cuffs with hidden thumb loop
Original carbon patch
TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Lenzing Modal® and silk
Odour-neutralising and gentle to
skin
FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Fabric produced by a family
company in Portugal
Raw material beech tree saves
resources
Manufactured in Portugal

Curved raglan seam

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Lenzing Modal® and silk
Odour-neutralising & tolerated
by skin
FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Fabric is produced by a family
company in Portugal
Raw material beech tree saves
resources
Manufactured in Portugal

DESIGN
Athletic cut inspired by Bike-Wear
collection
Subtle labelling
Sleeve cuffs with covered thumb
loop
Original carbon patch

38 Men’s After-Bike-Wear
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Men’s After-Bike-Wear

WOLLFREQUENZ
[ˈvɔlˌfʀeˈkvɛnʦ] The new hoody
keeps your body ready for the next
trip at all times. A mix of different
fabrics combines style and function.

NOVELTY

WOLLLAUF
Inner pockets
with cable
routing for
headphones

NOVELTY

[ˈvɔlˌlaʊ f̯ ]

Best organic cotton and
high-quality cut inspired by suit trousers:
All of this comes together in these new
athletically elegant jogging trousers.

Adjustable elasticated waist

The main fabric with its roughened
but soft interior is made of 100%
organic cotton. The adjustable
hood can be rolled into a collar and
is manufactured from the functional
Lightweight summer jersey fabric.
The thumb loop finish on the curved
raglan sleeve seams is made of the
same material as the TRITTRAUSCH
summer race cycling bib shorts. The
functional poly fabrics are bluesign ®
certified, the organic cotton fabric
comes from a family company
in Portugal. The cut is reminiscent of
the Bike-Wear collection, matching
the curved lateral raglan sleeve
cuffs and the athletic, tailored fit.

The soft certified organic cotton
fabric is slightly roughened up on
the inside and underlines the
subtle, flattering look of the cut. The
comfortable waistband and the
pockets running from front to back
with fold-over label are made of the
summer race cycling bib shorts
fabric and make the resting period
until the next ride all the more
pleasant. Another two covered
zipped pockets at the back ensure
sufficient space. The waistband is
wide and elasticated and has an
integrated adjustable cord.

Functional fabric

Zipped pockets

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION

Bike-Wear summer bib shorts fabric

Main fabric: 100% organic cotton
with roughened up interior
Integrated Bike-Wear poly fabrics
DESIGN

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTION
Main fabric: 100% organic cotton
Integrated Bike-Wear poly fabrics
DESIGN
Athletic cut inspired by Bike-Wear
collection
Hood transforms into collar
Sleeve cuffs with integrated thumb
loop

Hood and seam adjustable with
cord
Outer and inner pockets
Original carbon patch

Athletic cut inspired by Bike-Wear
Wide elasticated waistband with
adjustable cord
Two wide pockets running from front
to back
Two covered zip pockets in the back
Leg tapers down
Subtle labelling

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Organic cotton fabric from Portugal
Functional fabrics bluesign® certified
from Italy
Manufactured in Portugal

FAIR & SUSTAINABLE
Organic cotton fabric from Portugal
Functional fabrics from Italy –
bluesign® certified
Manufactured in Portugal

LIGHTWEIGHT:
CarbonSports GmbH
Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 15
D-88046 Friedrichshafen
Germany

www.lightweight.info
mail@lightweight.info
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